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The measurement of power parameters is one of the most basic calculation in power systems , it plays a key role on 
running power systems in security, economy and reliability. 
This thesis studys the application of the Hilbert-Huang transform in the field of nonstationary electric power signal in 
the aspects of amplitude nonstationary, on which the traditional methods work not very well. Much MATLAB 
simulation shows that HHT is more suitable than DFT to analyze the nonstationary electric power signal. HHT is 
excellent in the amplitude nonstationary signal analysis.  
In this thesis, the structure, the function, the communication mode, the application and the trend of development of 
Power Analyzer are analyzed. Finally, a self-developed chip named Power Analyzer used for measuring of power 
parameter based on TMS320F2812 processor is designed . 
The instrument can attain 0.2 grade of RMS, 0.2 grade of power and high-precision measurement of 2 to 31 
harmonics. Its real-time performance is very good. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1.  Introduction  
With the growth of power system non-linear loads, the electric power signal distortion becomes 
worse. This brings much harmfulness to power system and people’living, so it’s very important to analyze 
the signal fast and precisely. The tradional ways of analyzing signal have their faults, and this thesis is 
devoted to the application of the Hilbert-Huang transform in the field of stationary electric power signal 
and nonstationary electric power signal.  
Hilbert Huang Transform（HHT） is a new non-linear, non-stationary data analysis method, which is 
mainly composed of EMD and Hilbert transform，the core part of HHT is EMD. Any complex aggregate 
of the data can be decomposed into a limited and small amplitude intrinsic mode function by the EMD 
algorithm,and the decomposition method is adaptive and high effectiveness. As a result of decomposition 
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is based on the local characteristics of the data and time scales, it can be applied to non-linear and non-
stationary process. 
Finally, a self-developed chip named Power Analyzer used for measuring power parameter based on 
TMS320F2812 processor is designed . 
2. Non-stationary signal analysis of power  
2.1. Short-time Fourier transform  
In order to analyze the speech signal,Koening and others proposed method of the sound spectrum, 
the spectrum definition of the signal ( )s t  is the square of the modulus of the short-time Fourier 
transform:  
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The basic idea of Short-time Fourier transform is that we think a non-stationary signal is a smooth 
(pseudo-stationary) in analyzing window function g(t)  within a short time interval and moving window 
function, so ( ) ( )s u g u t− is a different pseudo-stationary signal in the limited and different time width 
in order to estimate all the power spectrums at different moments.  
2.2. Time-frequency analysis  
Gabor studied the time-frequency analysis method. This method is motivated by the goal of 
clarifying the physical meaning and mathematical explanation of time-varying spectrum. The basic idea 
of time-frequency analysis is to design joint function of time and frequency, using it describe the intensity 
or energy density of the signal at different time and frequency. Such joint time-frequency distribution 
function of time and frequency is named time and frequency distribution. Specifically, if a signal has such 
a distribution, we will want to konw the signal energy in a frequency and time range and request for 
calculating the energy of a certain frequency, calculating the overall distribution and local mean (for 
example, the average frequency and partial width) and so on.  
2.3. Wavelet analysis[1] 
The analysis method of Non-stationary signals have the exchange of short-time Fourier and the joint 
time-frequency characterization of the signal plane, we also can use joint time and scale plane to describe 
the signal. This is the basic idea of wavelet analysis. Wavelet algorithm can combines with time-domain 
and frequency domain to describe of observation joint characteristics of time-frequency, constitute time-
frequency spectrum of a signal, can reflect the time-varying characteristics of oscillation. However, 
wavelet transform analysis has a certain limit.  
2.4. HHT analysis [2-8] 
The tradional ways of analyzing signal have their fault, and this dissertation is devoted to the 
application of the Hilbert-Huang transform in the field of stationary electric power signal and 
nonstationary electric power signal. the method is composed of Empircal Mode Decomposition ( EMD) 
and Hilbert transform，the core part of HHT is EMD. HHT (Hilbert-Huang Transform)is adopted to 
analyze harmonic in order to overcome the shortcoming of FFT method and wavelet analysis method. The 
power quality signals are decomposed by empirical modedecomposition (EMD) method, and then a series 
of intrinsic mode function (IMF) are obtained. Owing to different IMFs correspond to different harmonics, 
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all harmonics’ amplitudes,frequencies and phases can be achieved via Hilbert transform (HT) plus Least 
Square fitting, Simulation indicates that the method has high precise and is satisfiedto analysis power 
system harmonic. 
3. Time-varying amplitude of the non-stationary power signal simulation analysis  
3.1. Signal-Model[3-5] 
In the power system, the most important performance of power system non-stationary nature is time-
varying amplitude. With the start and stop of the large load, the signal amplitude appears the decay in the 
vicinity of rating. The assumption that the mathematical model of non-stationary signals of time-varying 
amplitude is the following type:  
2 0
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Where ( )A t  is the amplitude of the power signal, it is gradual attenuation time varying signals. 
In this analysis, the assumption that the sampling is synchronous, the initial phase is 0, power grids 
frequency is 50Hz. 0.02 /sT N=  (0.02 is frequency cycle of the measured signal, N = 128) is the 
sampling period, the sampling waveform is shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1 waveform of amplitude time-varying signals 
3.2. HHT analysis of time-varying amplitude and non stationary power signal  
HHT method can be used for stationary signal analysis, for time-varying amplitude non-stationary 
power signals as shown in type (2) can also be accurate analysis. EMD is the core of HHT method, first 
signal is divided into a number of intrinsic mode functions, and then make each intrinsic mode function 
Hilbert transform one by one, instantaneous amplitude ,frequencies and phases of harmonics can be 
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achieved via Hilbert transform (HT) 
Figure 2 the non-stationary power signals Hilbert spectrum of Time-varying amplitude 
The results shown in Figure 2，3, 4 can be obtained by HHT method of type (2), it can be seen from 
Figure 2: 
In the 0 ~ 0.1s and 0.7s ~ 0.8s intervals, compared with the theoretical amplitude, measuring results 
of HHT method appears fluctuations departure from the theoretical value, which is mainly caused by the 
edge effect of HHT; in the 0.1s ~ 0.7s interval, the results of HHT analysis is coincidence with the 
theoretical value.  
Figure 3 the edge spectrum of non-stationary and time-varying amplitude signal 
The same signal, if we use the DFT or FFT to analyze signal, the results can be shown in Figure 4: 
X=50
Y=227.4 
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Figure 4 frequency spectrum of power system signal of time-varying amplitude
From Figure 2 to Figure 5, the following conclusions can be obtained from the results of the 
analysis . 
For time-varying amplitude and non-stationary power signals, HHT method can accurately track the 
instantaneous amplitude of the original signal (at the case of neglecting edge effects of HHT),as shown in 
Figure 2. There are great differences in Hilbert marginal spectrum and the results of DFT frequency 
spectrum analysis: from Figure 4 and Figure 5, when frequency is 50HZ, RMS of HHT is 227.4V, RMS 
of DFT is 283.75V. 
Figure 5 reconstruction waveform by HHT method 
In order to compare the precision of the above two methods , this article will reconstruct waveform 
of the HHT and DFT analysis results, as shown in Figure 5 and 5. from Figure 5, obviously, It can be seen 
that reconstruction waveform of HHT method is coincidence with the original waveform in general, while 
the DFT method has a large error at the beginning and the end; therefore we considered that: compared 
with DFT, the results of the HHT analysis is more in line with characteristics of time-varying amplitude 
and the non-stationary power signal. 
X=50
Y=283.75 
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  Figure 6 waveform reconstruction by  FFT method  
4. Structure and function of Power Analyzer 
4.1. The structure of the power analyzer  
Early power measuring device has many disadvantages such as large volume, less function, not 
statistical analysis, the measured parameters was incomplete, as well as complicated problems and poor 
reliability. 
In recent years, with the continuous development and penetration of computer technology，
measurement of the parameters of the power analyzer，data processing and data transmission methods 
are also put forward higher requirements. The power analyzer has tended to be intelligent, smaller, multi-
functional and have a variety of ways of transferring data communication functions, so that the power 
distribution system for the automatic level. Typical power analyzer in general is composed of the signal 
and data acquisition circuits, data analysis and processing circuits, communications interface circuits, as 
well as components such as human-machine interface circuit. 
The basic working principle of Power Analyzer is: instantaneous value of electricity parameters are 
collected by using of AD-chip module. Then, the collected datas will be sent to the microprocessor to 
calculate, the values of a group of samples are converted to the RMS that we are concerned. 
in accordance with the requirements of system, Processor will store datas of processing and statistics for 
inquiries or transfer datas through the data communication interface; man-machine interface circuit is 
mainly made up of the button and display circuit, used in power analyzer parameter setting, data 
modification, data display. Data communication interface can achieve data transfer between power 
analyzer or other smart devices, power analyzers and PC (Sub-stations, main stations, etc.), the circuit is 
usually designed as a number of interface circuits to adapt to need of different communication means. 
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4.2. function of Power analyzer  
Power Analyzer is a electrical equipment that acquires datas real-time and analyzes datas, it can be 
connected to distribution network automation system through communication network, and reporting 
monitoring data, in order to improve the performance the distribution network system to provide the 
scientific basis. Its main functions  
include the following points :  
y real-time data acquisition function  
y it can record three-phase voltage, current, active power, reactive power, power factor and power grid 
frequency at certain times or integral point.  
y statements and data storage capabilities  
y it can be a daily, monthly statistical data, statistical datas are stored in flash preserved for 12 months 
generally.  
y data communication and transmission  
To provide remote communication interface, the machine can achieve real-time data transmission, so 
the distance can be measured in the analyzer data. 
5. Conclusions 
With the increase of nonlinear load on power grid, the distortion of the signal power is becoming 
more serious, which affectes normal operation of power grids and use of electricity of residents severely. 
fast, accurate and real-time analysis of Power signal has become particularly important. In this paper, 
Hilbert - Huang transform analysis is  introduced into power signal, the performance of the HHT method 
is discussed and a new method is proposed.  
The main work including the following areas:  
y   First introduced the basic theory of Hilbert - Huang transform and empirical mode 
decomposition, Hilbert transform, Hilbert spectrum and physical meaning of marginal 
Hilbert spectrum through simulation. 
y   HHT method has been applied to the power of non-stationary signal analysis. This paper 
compares HHT method with DFT on analysising time-varying amplitude of the non-
stationary power signal, The simulation results show that the accuracy of HHT method is 
better than DFT, from the simulation results,we also find HHT method modal confusion 
seriously affected the accuracy of the HHT in the case of more harmonic components .for 
obtaining high precision, modal confusion has become the important problem. So HHT 
method must be further improved in applied to power harmonic 
signalofmoreharmoniccomponents.  
y   combined with micro-electronic technology, computer technology and communication 
technology developments, power analyzer based on DSP chip TMS320F2812 is designed.  
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